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Introduction
These guidelines set out the design direction for Unum UK’s
digital and print collateral. They aim to ensure all internal and
external design is consistent, appropriate and strengthens
the Unum brand, while exciting and engaging customers.

Design principles
Our visual identity and experience takes the core values of our US parent company and adapts them to
represent Unum UK’s unique voice and attributes.

Forward-thinking and insightful

Caring and empathetic

Quietly confident and

- belief in our ability as change makers

Trust comes from conversations and not

knowledgeable - but not aloof

We drive innovation in the industry to

from being dictated to. Our visual design uses

We are down-to-earth with a subtle

improve the working and home lives of the

white space, typographic statements and

self-assurance in our expertise.

people we cover. The new design uses bold

natural, bright photography to engage and

Our modern, clean design and use of

typography and a modern visual style to tell

encourage dialogue.

photography ensures the focus is on

stories about our products and the people we
work with.

Responsible

Passionate and enthusiastic - even restless

cements our responsible and professional

Our visual design is professional with large
bold typographical statements, strong
shapes and colours to reflect our confidence,
experience and belief in the protection we
provide people.

Please email us for our brand asset toolkit >

Design consistency across all touch points
values. Our design style conveys knowledge
and authority in a friendly manner that helps
clients and customers feel protected.

situations and articles that relate to our
customers’ working lives.

Logo usage
Unum’s logo is our core asset, so it is important that
these guidelines are followed to ensure its correct use.

PANTONE: 5415 C/U

Our logo may only be used
in the colours stated here or
white out of a solid colour or
solid area of image.

Our logo should have a safe area
around it where nothing else can

Pantone 653 C, 2954 U

impose - ensuring space. The height
of the dot establishes this distance.

Our logo may be used white out in
any of our shaped assets. Please
Minimum dimensions for our
logo are 27mm x 9mm high.

see working examples of this here.

Typography usage
Our type styles are bold and contemporary. We use Ubuntu for our headlines and subheads,
and Open Sans for the remaining body copy. Feel free to mix up weights.

Ubuntu Bold - 20 tracking
Ubuntu Medium - 20 tracking
Ubuntu Regular - 20 tracking
Ubuntu Light - 20 tracking

Open Sans, body copy, regular
Examples: 10/14 - font size and leading
9/13
11/15
Arial should be used for Microsoft Applications
when the above fonts are unavailable.

Ubuntu

Open Sans

Product accent colours

Palette

Critical Illness
Dental

Unum blue is our predominant colour, and should be used in all marketing
materials. The remaining Unum palette should be used as accent colours to

Group Income Protection

highlight specific tasks or products.

Life
Sick Pay

Primary palette
Unum Blue

Unum Slate

Unum Grey

Unum Neutral Warm

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

100, 62,0, 20
653C, 2945U
1, 82, 148
#015294

42, 8, 0, 40
5415C/U
90, 113, 132
#5A7184

0, 2, 0, 68
Cool Grey 11
113, 112, 115
#717073

5, 3, 10, 0
N/A
240, 239, 227
#f0efe3

Tints of these colours are allowed
but should be used minimally.

Secondary palette
Unum Orange

Unum Gold

Unum Lawn

Unum Yellow Green

Unum Sky*

Unum Pool

CMYK:
0, 48, 100, 0
Pantone: 144C/U
RGB:
232, 149, 40
Hex:
#e89528

CMYK:
0, 29, 91, 0
Pantone: 1235C, 1225U
RGB:
250, 200, 50
Hex:
#fac832

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

CMYK:
Pantone:
RGB:
Hex:

50, 0, 100, 0
376C, 368U
140, 196, 66
#8cc442

22, 0, 100, 8
390C, 389U
193, 207, 0
#c1cf00

96, 0, 11, 0
312C/U
0, 169, 206
#4db4ce

* To be used minimally

56, 0, 26, 0
352C 3252U
103, 200, 198
#47b4bc

Photography
Our photography is authentic. The image needs to connect with the customer and their circumstances.
Photography needs to show a wide range of

Always consider the tone of the piece of collateral

diversity, not only with age, gender, race and

when choosing appropriate photography.

ability, but work environments and types

We have a library of unique Unum images

of people. We want images to communicate

available, please request them here.

that Unum is the right choice for all companies
large or small.

Photography should be colourful and vibrant,

Portraits speak directly to the viewer, so don’t

in the Unum colour palette.

be afraid to use these where appropriate.
But ensure they reflect our key photographic
authenticity attributes. Remember - not too
many ‘young and beautiful’ people - use normal,
everyday people that are relatable rather
than aspirational.

Please email us for our brand asset toolkit >

and as much as possible, highlight the colours

3

We use more unposed, natural situations and actions shots in a clean, real life
environment. The colours reflect our brand palette and have a paler, modern
wash that matches the brighter styling of the print and digital collateral.

6

Photos are royalty-free, so can be
seen elsewhere and means there is
no brand ownership.

Product icons and colour associations
We use these signature icons and associated colours to present our core products.
However, you are still free to use these colours elsewhere.

UK products

Income Protection

Critical Illness

Life

Sick Pay Insurance

Dental

Optical

Please email us for our brand asset tool kit >

Iconography
We use illustration minimally in our brand and only when our objective cannot be achieved
using photography, such as infographics. Our icons can be used in the following ways:

Core example iconography

Colourway options

We can couple our core blue with an accent colour, as above.

White Iconography

Our brand shapes
Our designs use our core asset shapes to create unique design
compositions. We use our ‘U’, ‘n’, ‘u’, ‘m’ letter shapes to hold
imagery, and balance negative and positive space.
See examples below.
What is
Life Insurance?
Life Insurance provides peace of mind for you and your loved ones,
and pays a tax-free lump sum in the event of your untimely death.
Unum’s claims process is designed to be as simple and straightforward as possible.
In most cases, we don’t require a death certificate, and where the amount claimed
matches our membership data, there is no need to provide proof of earnings*.

Benefit
You will be paid a tax-free lump sum which is
normally based on your earnings. You can say
who you would like the benefit to go to using a
Beneficiary Nomination Form available from
your employer.

Intersect shapes

Bereavement support service
The death of a close relative, whether it
occurs suddenly or after a long illness, is
both practically and emotionally difficult
for the family. The bereavement service
gives support to your dependants and
provides information to help them come
to terms with their loss, including access
to bereavement counselling.

Call 0800 048 2703
(Quote reference GL)

Terms and Conditions apply. Cover depends on the
policy agreed between Unum and your employer.

*

The example above shows how our
shapes can be used in a typical layout.
Use both positive
and negative space

Brand examples
These examples show how we combine our brand shapes and typography.

Sales broker event pull-up

Employee
Beneﬁts
Oﬀering protection and support
through the workplace

Screensaver

5

4

reasons to choose dental
cover as part of your benefits
Dental insurance gives you peace
of mind against potentially high bills

45%

1

3

Covers routine check-ups to
help ensure potential
problems are
spotted early*

A child in England
has a rotten tooth
removed in hospital every

10 minutes

Over
of UK adults are affected
by gum disease which can lead
to bleeding, swollen gums &
bad breath1
Hygienist charges are covered
– helping to keep teeth
and gums healthy*

Poor oral health
can lead to more serious
health issues, including heart
disease, strokes and diabetes 4

3

5

Children can be included
at the same level of
cover as you*

Enhanced cover
when selected through the
workplace typically compared to
individuals buying dental cover online:

2
NHS Dental
costs have risen 15% since
2015, a typical course of NHS
treatment can cost

over £250

Immediate cover - Claim for all insured
treatments from your policy start date*
Cover for pre-existing conditions –
excluding mouth cancer*

2

Cover for planned and pending treatments –
where treatment has been identified but not started*

NHS dental charges are fully
covered, no matter what
plan you choose*

Income
Protection

Life
Insurance

Critical
Illness

Dental
Cover

Dental implant cover –
availability depends on cover level chosen*
Children’s orthodontic cover –
for insured children only*

Sick Pay
Insurance
*Cover levels, annual limits, age limits and exclusions apply. Please refer to a benefit schedule or policy summary for full details.
Sources - 1 bsperio.org.uk/patients/; 1 bsperio.org.uk/publications/; 2 nhs.uk/common-health-questions/; 3 gov.uk/government/news/; 4 https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/

Financial
peace of mind

unum.co.uk/dental

Unum Dental is a trading name of Unum Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority.
Registered Office: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. We monitor telephone conversations and e-mail communications from time to time for the purposes of training and in the
interests of continually improving the quality of service we provide.

Health and wellbeing
resources
Accessible and
convenient

Company business card

Which plan is right for me?
If you’ve decided you need dental cover in your life –
but don’t know which plan to go for, this guide may help.

unum.co.uk
Terms and conditions apply.

Trends of the next decade and
the working cultures they’ll shape

Q:

If private, are the fees usually low, reasonable
or expensive?

A:

Our plans have increasing reimbursement amounts up to the annual
limit, the higher the plan number, the more you can get back.

Try comparing your own dentist’s charges to the cover
available. Check-up and hygienist fees are usually a good
indicator of suitability.

Q:

Glenn Thompson

Are you, your partner or your children likely to need a lot of
treatment this year?

2

Here are some useful things to think about to help you pick a plan:

A:

Customer Solutions Director
glenn.thompson@unum.co.uk

Q:

Do you usually have NHS treatment, private or
a mix of both?

Selecting a plan with family cover which takes any future
treatment needs into account will help to ensure you have enough
cover. Don’t forget, our plans include pre-existing conditions apart
form mouth cancer.

A:

All of the plans cover 100% of any NHS costs up to the
annual limit, we can also help with cover towards the
price of private treatment.

1

Find out more

The Future
Workforce

T: 01306 873383
M: 07775 840686
Milton Court, Dorking,
Surrey, RH4 3LZ

Person A

Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Unum Dental is a trading name of Unum Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered Oﬃce and mailing address: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768.
Unum Limited is a member of the Unum Group of Companies.

• Good oral health with little previous
dental treatment.
• Visits an NHS dentist for check-ups
twice a year, and the occasional scale
and polish.

CR00464 Employee Beneﬁts products 08/2018

Unum Ltd is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

3

Person B
• Visits a private dentist and has
received treatment such as fillings
and crowns in the past.
• Goes for two check-ups per year,
based on their dentist’s advice.

• Visits a private hygienist.

Find out cover >

1

Finally, the following scenarios may also
help you find a plan that’s right for you.

Person C
• Visits a private dentist with their
partner and children.
• Had extensive dental work in the past.
• Advised they may need further
dental treatment in the future.
• Has a son who needs future
orthodontic treatment.

Find out cover >

Find out cover >

‘This guide is not intended to give advice. Cover levels, annual limits and exclusions apply. Please read the policy documents carefully before applying to decide which level of cover is right for you.

unum.co.uk

unum.co.uk/dental

Unum Dental is a trading name of Unum Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered Office: Milton Court, Dorking,
Surrey RH4 3LZ. Registered in England 983768. We monitor telephone conversations and e-mail communications from time to time for the purposes of training and in the interests of continually improving the quality of service we provide.

Interactive information sheet

Special report

Infographic

Information graphics

The state of

stress and
mental
ill-health
at work

Infographics should use our library of icons in a fun, typographical
way as shown below.
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but
Almost

half of employees (44%)
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who had quit work

are doing nothing
even though stress
is one of their top 3
causes of absence.
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Who are the people we helped back to work?

Results

70%

agreed another
outcome

9 out of 10 people who used
Unum’s rehabilitation services
returned to work within 6 months.
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only
health
Mental
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Return
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of organisations said that

How our rehab service made a difference in 2017
1 Jan 2017 – 31 Dec 2017
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Statistic sheets

All stats: Health and Safety Executive – work-related stress,
anxiety and depression statistics in GB November 2017

returned
to work

302

53%

agreed another
outcome

12.5

All stats: Capita Employee Insight Report - 2016/17

that’s an
average of

600

134

were unable
to work

Male
Female

All stats: Health and Safety Executive – work-related stress,
anxiety and depression statistics in GB November 2017
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70%

of people
with a mental
health problem
Unum own stats – How our rehab service made a diﬀerence – Jan to Dec 2017.
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424

with a
people health
mental used our
problems last year
service

stressed
at work

mental
health problem

returned
to work

600

of employees
admitted
they had
been

18

/ 08.20

37%

of organisations
said that

unum.co.uk
Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered
Oﬃce and mailing address: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ Registered in
England 983768 Unum Limited is a member of the Unum Group of Companies. We
monitor telephone conversations and e-mail communications from time to time for
the purposes of training and in the interests of continually improving the quality of
service we provide.

INCREASED
51%

OVER THE PAST YEAR

Product guide

Digital

What is
Critical Illness?
Critical Illness provides financial benefit to you and your family
if you become seriously ill.
Unum will provide a a tax-free lump sum if you are diagnosed with a defined
medical condition, or undergo one of the listed surgical procedures, and survive
for 14 days after the event*.

Ebooks

|

2

Benefit

Cancer support service

The tax-free lump sum can be used how you
choose. For example private health treatment,
making adaptations to your home or taking a welldeserved holiday once treatment has finished. It
also looks after the people closest to you - children
are automatically covered from birth for 25% of
your benefit (up to £25,000).

Take advantage of our cancer support service from
Harley Street Concierge if you have been diagnosed
with cancer. You get access to:

Advance payment

Web banners

Want webinars? Revel in reports?
Get the content you actually want

• A second opinion and pathology review
• Fast-tracked access to cancer experts

Dental
plans

Second and subsequent cancer
If you have fully recovered from a previous
cancer and you get diagnosed with a new and
unrelated cancer, you can submit a claim if you
have been treatment free for 5 years and meet
the insured definition.

from Unum

Terms and Conditions apply. Cover depends on the
policy agreed between Unum and your employer.

*

Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority

Pardot emails

Workplace
Communication
Blueprint

The aim of this report is to explore how companies can best

communicate to their staff about the employee benefits that

are available to them. Effective communication should be a key

Workplace Communication Blueprint | 01

consideration and is absolutely essential if that employee benefits
package is going to perform the role it was designed to do.

Employers offer benefits for a variety of
reasons, including:

For every
action, there

How to effectively communicate
is an equal
and opposite
benefits
• Motivating the workforce toemployee
improve performance
• Attracting the best staff

• Retaining key employees

• Helping employees stay fit and active
• Boosting staff morale

This is by no means an exhaustive list, but the key driver is ensuring employees are fit and happy and keen to
perform to the best of their abilities. As discussed in our report from 2014, Creating Companies That Care1, a
well-designed employee benefits package is a vital part of building an organisation that views its workforce as an
asset to protect.
However, it is only able to do this if staff know about what benefits are on offer and value those that are available.
If the package is communicated poorly or not at all, then employers might as well throw the money they’ve spent
on it down the drain. This was the conclusion of Money Talks2, a report by Cass Business School, conducted by
Professor Nick Bacon. This report builds on those findings, exploring not just why communication is important
but investigating how to do it better. This will help increase take-up rates, improve the return on investment
made into those benefits and inform any future benefit offering, ensuring employers offer what their employees
want and value.

1
2

Unum, Creating companies that care: Building a blueprint for employers to engage with employees, 2014
Nick Bacon and Kim Hoque, Money Talks: Communicating Employee Benefits, 2013

reaction

What does Newton’s
3rd Law have to do with
communication? Well, it’s
useful to have in mind
when thinking about
getting your message
across. The purpose of
communication is to
make something happen
– produce a reaction.
This could be raising
awareness of a topic,
imparting information or
encouraging action to be
taken.
If no reaction comes, if
nothing happens, then the
equation is broken and the
communication effectively
fails. Communication is
not a one-way process.
It requires two parties to
be involved and active
in order to achieve its
objective.

The power of communication cannot be underestimated. Those
that master the art, like Steve Jobs or Mark Zuckerberg, have
headed up some of the most influential businesses the world
has ever seen. While not everyone can live up to their standards,
prioritising effective communication and taking the time to get it
right, can reap enormous rewards. Communication should not
be something that is handed over to the marketing team to deal
with, every manager and every department in the business has
a responsibility to make it a priority and get it right.

“The ear of the leader must
ring with the voices of the
people” Woodrow Wilson
While the 28th President of the United States of America
was referring to leading his country, it’s a pertinent thought
for business leaders and line managers to be mindful of.
An essential part of communication is listening. It will inform
what the message should be, measure how successfully it
came across and indicate what the next steps should be.
Effective communication is like a lively conversation, with two
parties engaged in the process. Each is listening to what the
other is saying and responding in an appropriate way that
reflects the previous answer. It is not about shouting about your
own agenda and ignoring any reaction from the audience.

Communication
is the most
important skill
any leader can
possess
Richard Branson

Reports

• Personalised help to understand your condition
and navigate through treatment pathways

If you’re on an UK waiting list for specified
conditions and procedures such as heart surgery,
you can receive payment in advance of treatment.

Workplace Communication Blueprint | 02
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Webinars

Website

Buttons and rollover states
Get a quote

Products
Products

News&&Articles
Articles
News

Existing customers

Downloads
Downloads

Contact
Contact

Advisers

Search

Group Life Insurance
Group Income Protection

Employee beneﬁts that
insure your business and
employees are protected
from whats to come.
Products

Group Critical Illness
Sick Pay Insurance
Unum Dental

Get a quote

News & Articles

Existing customers

Downloads

Contact

Advisers

Unum Optical

Search

Employee beneﬁts that
insure your business and
employees are protected
from whats to come.

Today’s
workplace
The Unum
way

What products will
Products
work best for you

News & Articles

Get a Quote

Articles for Employers

Products

Articles for Advisers

Quote & Cover

Latest News on Clive

Unumonline

Events Calendar

Search Unum

Downloads

Getaaquote
quote
Get

Make
a claim
Make
a claim

The Unum way

What products will
work best for you

Get the report

Hear Mervyn's story

Get the report

Hear Mervyn's story

Get a quote

Group
Life Insurance

Group
Life Insurance

Life cover is a valued employee

Life cover is a valued employee
beneﬁt and an inexpensive service
which
can easily
provide
to help
Existing
customers
Get ayou
quote

beneﬁt and an inexpensive service
which you can easily provide to help
demonstrate your duty of care as an
Products
employer. It is one of the simplest

Social media iconography - to be used consistently

Search

Advisers

demonstrate your duty of care as an

Advisers

News & Articles
employer.Downloads
It is one of theContact
simplest Search

but most highly-valued employee
beneﬁts that a company can oﬀer
its staﬀ.

Get a quote

but most highly-valued employee
beneﬁts that a company can oﬀer
its staﬀ.

To get a quote for any of our products simply ﬁll out our
short form and we'll get in touch with you shortly.

Are you already a Unum customer?

Email Us

Email Us

If you're not sure what you need or how Unum

If you're not sure what you need or how Unum
can help, email us.

quote@unum.co.uk

quote@unum.co.uk

Arecanyou
an employer without an adviser?
help, email us.
So we can ensure the right team deals with your quote,
we just need a few details about yourself and your
company.
Full name
Karen Smith

Email Address
Karen@d

Telephone number

Your company’s name

Number of employees
This to help us select the right consultant for you

Please select

Products you’re interested in

Make a claim

Unum uses cookies to help ensure our website best meets your needs. If you're happy to
receive cookies from us, just carry on using our site. Find out more about our cookie policy.
Get a quote

Products

News & Articles

Close
Advisers

Existing customers

Downloads

Contact

Search

Vibrant engaging photography
Employee

benefits that
business and
emotional level, making
the
site
employees are protecte
welcoming and friendly
whilewhats
addingto come.
from

Vibrant, engaging... making the site
feel welcoming and friendly, while
adding colour to the page.

will connect with the viewer
an
insureonyour

Employee benefits that
insure your business and
employees are protected
from whats to come.

Today’s
workplace
The Unum
way

Animation smoothly builds the page.

What products will
Products
work best for you

colour to the page.

Get
Getaaquote
quote

Make
a claim
Make
a claim

Using curved elements makes
the site gentle, eye-friendly and
uniquely Unum.
Workplace Wellbeing

Showing success stories from real

Could workplace wellbeing be the secret to
employee happiness (read motivated employees

people in relatable roles.

who are more productive and less likely to leave)?
According to 77% of employees,
it may well be

Find out more

Clear and direct links to further
View all hubs

reading for those who need it.

Subtle staggered and asymmetric
layout adds a contemporary and
modern edge while retaining an
overall rigidity and trust. This also

Photography should show active

encourages the user to explore
further down the page.

people to reflect Unum’s dynamism

Simon’s Story
A stroke, complicated by meningitis and septicaemia, left
Simon partially paralysed down his left side. Here’s how
income protection helped Simon and his family.

Find out more

View all Case studies

and diversity.
Stress at work
Could workplace wellbeing be the secret to employee
happiness (read motivated employees who are more
productive and less likely to leave)? According to 77%
of employees, it may well be.

Find out more

View all guides

work best for you

Workplace Wellbeing
Could workplace wellbeing be the secret to
employee happiness (read motivated employees
who are more productive and less likely to leave)?
According to 77% of employees,
it may well be

Find out more

View all hubs

Natural photography will be used
showing real people in different
work environments to make all
businesses feel welcome.

Not using obvious rows ensures
people’s visual experience is not
interrupted by false footers.

Simon’s Story
A stroke, complicated by meningitis and septicaemia, left
Simon partially paralysed down his left side. Here’s how
income protection helped Simon and his family.

Stress at work

Elements animate into the page.

Could workplace wellbeing be the secret to employee
happiness (read motivated employees who are more
productive and less likely to leave)? According to 77%
of employees, it may well be.

Find out more

View all Case studies

Find out more

View all guides

Animated messaging allows rest
points in the page to ensure the
user is not overwhelmed by content,
reflecting trust and honesty. They
are also used to surprise, delight and
re-engage users.

We pay £5.9 million
worth of claims a week
to our customers

£5.9 million
And we’ll help you and your employee
every step of the way from rehabilitation
to returning to work

Strong typographic elements deliver
clear messages without shouting.

Animated typographic elements.

Make aa claim
Make
claim

Our articles are bite-sized pieces covering topical
workplace issues

Company

Guides

About us

Employee Beneﬁt

Downloads

Stress at Work

Media

Workplace Wellbe

Careers

Employee Engage

Social Responsibility

Absence Managem

Income Protection
Sick Pay

Our articles are bite-sized pieces covering topical
workplace issues

Social Responsibility

Absence Managem

Income Protection
Sick Pay

Photography should show active
Legal and Privacy Notice | How We Use Cookies
people to reflect Unum’s
dynamism

Occasional use of block colour adds
a clear visual hierarchy, highlighting

When women are the
breadwinners

important elements.

Chosing the right policy

Goverment announces
reforms to work, health
and disability

and diversity.

Registered and Head Oﬃce: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 3LZ

Spacious layout allows people the
freedom to digest information.

Highlighting relatable businesses,
small and large shows our breadth
of experience across all sectors.

1989
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Employees
protected

189

Employees
protected

Employees
protected

We’ve grown to become the leading provider of group
income protection cover in the UK, find out more about
how we work.

Awards displayed to show trust,
reassurance, and growth in our

Careers at Unum

Press

Coporate Social Responsibility

Corporate History

Diversity

Vision& Values

Unum’s commitment to its customers, its employees and its communities
is reﬂected by the recognition we receive for our work.

service along with our core beliefs

Proud Employer, Stonewall, 2017

Gold Payroll Giving Quality Mark,
Charities Aid Foundation, 2013-2015

Cover excellence Awards, 2016

Commun
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Highlights of the report

For over 45 years we’ve worked with companies
from FTSE 100 companies to growing SMEs, we
insure all sizes and types of companies.
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Get a quote

Products

News & Articles

Existing customers

Downloads

Contact

Advisers

Search

Employee benefits that
insure your business and
employees are protected
from whats to come.

Large typography elements

What products will
work best for you

The Unum way

Get a quote

Make a claim

will re-engage the viewer while
delivering key messages and

Making a Claim In 2017, 97% of our

starting conversations.

An approachable tone of
voice reassures customers
and show confidence.

customers were either 'highly satisfied' or
'satisfied' with the claims process.

Helpline

Dental and Optical

If you can’t ﬁnd the information you need,
please give our team a call or email us

You can login to our member portal at any
time to make claims and view your documents.

Call

Call or email if you have a question about an
existing claim or recent settlement.

020 7265 7111

Log in

Email

dental@unum.co.uk

Call

020 7265 7111
Email

dental@unum.co.uk

We pay £5.9 million
worth of claims a week
to our customers

£5.9 million
And we’ll help you and your employee
every step of the way from rehabilitation
to returning to work

Make a claim

Keep connected

Unum’s commitment to its customers, its employees and its communities
is reﬂected by the recognition we receive for our work.

Uncluttered, spacious layout conveys
our underlying confidence and
simplicity

Accent colours are used to draw the
user’s attention to a specific area of
the page.

For any questions on our brand guidelines, please contact:
Nicky Wallace, Senior Brand Manager
Tel: 01306 887766
Email: marketingrequests@unum.co.uk

Unum Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered Office and mailing
address: Milton Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3LZ Registered in England 983768 Unum Limited is a member of the Unum Group of Companies. We monitor telephone conversations and e-mail
communications from time to time for the purposes of training and in the interests of continually improving the quality of service we provide.
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